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The migration of oxygen vacancies (VO) in ceria-based systems is crucial to their functionality in
applications. Yet, although the VO’s structure and the distribution of the Ce3þ polarons at the CeO2ð111Þ
surface has received extensive attention, the dynamic behaviors of VO ’s and polarons are not fully
understood. By combining density functional theory calculations and ab initio molecular dynamics
simulations, we show that the movements of VO ’s and polarons exhibit very distinct entanglement
characteristics within a temperature range of 300–900 K, and that the positions of the Ce3þ polarons play a
key role in the VO migration. Long-distance vacancy migration occurs at moderate temperatures when the
“suitable” Ce3þ distribution remains long enough to promote oxygen migration. This study provides
microscopic insight into the interplay between the electronic and ionic charge transport in ceria that will be
beneficial for the rational design of conductive ceria-based materials.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.122.096101
Ceria (CeO2)-based materials are of outstanding impor-
tance for numerous catalytic processes [1–6], as well as
holding promise as key materials for fuel cell applications
[7], in resistive switching devices [8], and recently in
biology [9,10], with the ability of ceria to store, release, and
transport oxygen being crucial to its functionality in such
applications.
Reduced ceria (CeO2−x) is a typical example of both
polaron and ion conductors. In the past decade, significant
progress has been achieved in the characterization and
understanding of the possible arrangements of both oxygen
vacancies (VO’s) and associated excess charges (Ce3þ’s),
mainly at the reduced CeO2ð111Þ surface [11–20]. Now, it
is widely accepted that for the CeO2ð111Þ surface, isolated
vacancies localize preferably in the subsurface and that
the excess electrons created upon VO formation would
rather not localize at first-neighbor cationic positions to the
vacancies [21–25]. Yet, a microscopic understanding of the
migration of VO ’s at ceria surfaces, along with its interplay
with polaron hopping motions, is still lacking.
Tuller et al. [26] experimentally determined that the
barrier for polaron hopping in bulk ceria is relatively high,
lying within the 0.40 to 0.52 eV range. For the CeO2ð111Þ
surface, Namai et al. [27,28] reported VO mobility at
room temperature, whereas Esch et al. [11] indicated that
higher temperatures of about 700 K were required. Further,
theoretical studies of VO migration at the CeO2ð111Þ
surface are relatively scarce and limited to the investigation
of migration paths for selected configurations of the excess
charges [18,29–31]. Li et al. [29] first proposed an
energetically favorable two-step exchange mechanism, in
which the surface VO migrates from the surface to the
subsurface and then reappears at a neighboring surface
oxygen site, instead of direct hopping between surface
sites. Later, Plata et al. [30] and Sutton et al. [18] pointed
out the importance of specific polaron arrangements on VO
migration at CeO2ð111Þ and estimated barriers for polaron
hopping within the 0.3 to 0.5 eV range. Recently, Su et al.
[31] proposed a “polaron-hopping-assisted mechanism” for
a surface vacancy with two first-neighboring Ce3þ ions.
Despite these efforts, there is still a notable lack of
understanding of the dynamic behaviors of VO ’s and
Ce3þ’s, as well as the dynamic entanglements between
them as a function of temperature. In this work, we address
the VO’s and Ce3þ’s dynamics at the defective CeO2ð111Þ
surface by combining density functional theory (DFT)
calculations and ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD)
simulations, and provide a consistent picture about charge
transport. We provide firm computational evidence of
entanglement between the oxygen migration and polaron
hopping processes, and put forward the existence of
different dynamic regimes as a function of temperature.
This work presents unprecedented microscopic understand-
ings of oxygen migration processes and the role of polarons
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in it, which will be beneficial for the optimization of
materials performance in applications such as catalysis or
fuel cells.
Spin-polarized DFT calculations with the Perdew-
Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) functional [32] were performed
using the Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP,
version 5.2.12) [33,34]. A Hubbard-type term U¼5.0 eV
was used for the Ce 4f states to describe the localization of
the excess charges. Most studies agree that U values within
the 4.5–6.0 eV range are suitable [35–37]. The suitability of
our U value for the study of the migration of VO ’s at the
defective CeO2ð111Þ is briefly analyzed in the Supplemental
Material [38]. The Kohn-Sham valence states were expanded
in a plane-wave basis set with a cutoff energy of 400 eV. The
core-valence interactions were represented using the projec-
tor augmented wave (PAW) approach [39], where for Ce and
O atoms, the (4f, 5s, 5p, 5d, 6s) and (2s, 2p) states were
treated as valence states, respectively. A periodic slab with a
(4 × 4) surface unit cell with one (or four) oxygen atom(s)
removed was considered to model the defective CeO2ð111Þ
surface, which contains nine atomic layers and a vacuum
layer of 15 Å. The bottom three layers (O─Ce─O) were
frozen to their bulk positions during geometry optimizations
and AIMD simulations. A Monkhorst-Pack 1 × 1 × 1 k-
point mesh was used for the Brillouin zone integration.
The climbing image nudged-elastic band (CI-NEB) algo-
rithm was employed to identify the transition state structures
for oxygen migrations and polaron hoppings on the surface
[40]. Standard AIMD simulations in the canonical (NVT)
ensemble were performed at 300, 500, 700, and 900 K to
investigate the dynamics of the electronic and ionic carriers
with temperature. The simulations run 60 ps for each
trajectory with a 1 fs time step. The AIMD trajectories
are shown in Fig. 1.
Hereinafter, a capital letter A (B) denotes a surface
(subsurface) vacancy, and a pair of subindices n and m
(m ≥ n) denote the neighboring cationic coordination
shells in which the two excess electrons are located
(underlined n and m are in the second cerium layer).
Any n or m > 4 is replaced by a letter “D” (“distant”). All
simulations started from the most stable surface vacancy
structure (A22). At room temperature (300 K), neither
oxygen migration nor polaron hopping was observed
during the 60 ps simulation period. At 500 K
(cf. Fig. 1), polaron hopping did not occur during the first
22.5 ps, while the vacancy migrated 7 times between
FIG. 1. Schematic AIMD trajectories of reduced CeO2ð111Þ surface at 500, 700, and 900 K. The black arrow represents the VO
migration; the red diamond represents a polaron hopping.
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adjacent surface (A22) and subsurface (B13) sites across a
(Ce4þ-Ce4þ) pair during this time. Although the vacancy
migrated, it remained confined within a small area near the
polarons. With the vacancy in the subsurface, a few polaron
hops occurred after which the most stable configuration
(B22) was reached; such a stable configuration is difficult to
change at low temperatures. At 700 K, 42 polaron hoppings
and 7 vacancy migrations were observed. We noticed that
(i) all migrations took place across (Ce4þ-Ce4þ) pairs,
(ii) the system remained at the most energetically favorable
configuration (B22) for a long time (totally 27 ps within the
60 ps period of time), and (iii) all of the VO migrations from
the subsurface to the surface (B → A) took place from a
configuration with a nearest neighbor (NN) polaron (here-
inafter referred to as B1m), and the VO always moves away
from it. Finally, at 900 K, the frequency of polaron
hoppings is sharply increased up to 148 times in 60 ps,
while that of VO migrations does not increase (7 times).
At this temperature, some short-lived VO structures with
higher energies appeared, including a subsurface vacancy
with two NN polarons (B11) and a surface vacancy with one
NN polaron (A12, A12), while the least stable vacancy
structure (A11) was never observed. Again all VO migra-
tions took place across (Ce4þ-Ce4þ) pairs, while VO
migrations from the subsurface to the surface occasionally
occurred from configurations other than B1m. We notice
that in our AIMD simulations, the VO always remains in the
near-surface (within the two outermost oxygen layers) up to
900 K, which is consistent with the reported predicted
trends in the vacancy formation energy as a function of the
layer deepness [16,18]. Besides, the AIMD simulations
show that the oxygen atoms move much slower than the
polarons (e.g., at 700 K, an oxygen migration process takes
an average time of 0.25 ps while a polaron hop only takes
about 0.02 ps), as expected due to the much smaller mass of
the electrons.
We calculated all the oxygen migration pathways
appearing in the AIMD simulations as well as some other
representative vacancy structures and oxygen migration
pathways. The activation energies are listed in Table I. In
agreement with earlier works [13,14,16,18], our calcu-
lations indicate that an VO usually prefers the subsurface
rather than the surface (by about 0.2 eV), whereas Ce3þ
polarons prefer the outermost cerium layer more than the
layer beneath (by about 0.2 eV). Moreover, as mentioned
above, the most stable Ce3þ positions are localized on the
next nearest neighbor (NNN) sites to the vacancy, being
A22 and B22 the lowest energy configurations for a surface
and subsurface VO, respectively. This stability can be
related to the interaction (binding) between VO and
polarons [24] (cf. the Supplemental Material [38]). As
shown in the AIMD simulations, temperature plays a
critical role in the dynamic behaviors of VO ’s and Ce3þ’s
due to the different energy barriers for oxygen migrations
and polaron hoppings. The barriers for oxygen migration
(within a 0.06–0.30 eV range) are typically lower
than those of polaron hopping (within a 0.23–0.50 eV
range). Thus, vacancy migrations already occur at rela-
tively moderate temperatures, whereas polaron hoppings
become more frequent only at higher temperatures.
Furthermore, we notice that the near-surface oxygen
migration barriers are by about 0.3 eV smaller than those
reported for oxygen migration in bulk ceria (0.45 to
0.62 eV) [41]. For migration pathways, energy barriers,
and reaction energies, see the Supplemental Material [38].
The AIMD trajectories indicate that none of the oxygen
migrations took place across (Ce3þ-Ce4þ) or (Ce3þ-Ce3þ)
pairs, even at 900 K. The calculated activation barriers for
oxygen migrations show a clear trend: ðCe4þ-Ce4þÞ <
ðCe4þ-Ce3þÞ < ðCe3þ-Ce3þÞ; i.e., the most favorable oxy-
gen migration path is across (Ce4þ-Ce4þ) pairs, in line with
the early results by Plata et al. [30]. Therefore, if one
polaron is NN to a vacancy, there will be two energetically
less favorable oxygen migration paths crossing
(Ce4þ-Ce3þ) pairs and one energetically more favorable
path crossing a (Ce4þ-Ce4þ) pair [cf. Fig. 2(a)]. We will
refer to the mechanism by which a NN polaron selectively
hinders oxygen migration pathways as the “NN-polaron-
hindered mechanism”.
TABLE I. Activation energies (in eV) for oxygen migration paths and polaron hoppings at CeO2ð111Þ.
Process Path This work References
VO migration 1 VO in 4 × 4 cell 4 VO’s in 4 × 4 cell
OSub → OSurf Ce3þ-Ce3þ 0.71 0.73 [30]
(i.e., A → B) Ce3þ-Ce4þ 0.22–0.41 0.20, 0.38 0.39 [30], 0.40 [31]
Ce4þ-Ce4þ (Ce3þ nearby) 0.06–0.21 0.16 0.12 [30], 0.15 [31]
Ce4þ-Ce4þ (Ce3þ faraway) 0.28 0.44 [29], 0.27 [30]
OSurf → OSub Ce3þ-Ce3þ 0.90
(i.e., B → A) Ce3þ-Ce4þ 0.37–0.72 0.55, 0.66
Ce4þ-Ce4þ (B1m) 0.13–0.45 0.28 0.26 [18]
Ce4þ-Ce4þ (no NN Ce3þ) 0.31–0.77 0.61 [29], 0.53 [18]
Polaron hopping ∼0.2–0.5 0.18 [31], 0.28–0.50 [29]
0.29 [18], 0.2–0.4 [26,42]
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Moreover, oxygen migration from the surface into the
subsurface (B → A) is generally more difficult than the
reverse process due to the higher stability of subsurface
vacancies [13,14,16,18]. Most noticeably, B → A migra-
tions predominantly (always in our simulations at 500 and
700 K) started from a B1m-type configuration, i.e., a
structure with one NN polaron to the subsurface vacancy.
As exemplified in Fig. 2(b), the energy barrier for a
subsurface-directed oxygen migration path (VO’s move-
ment in the opposite direction), starting from the most
stable B22 configuration (no NN polarons), is considerably
high (B22 → A13: 0.58 eV) [18]. However, if a polaron hops
to a NN site to the subsurface vacancy first (B22 → B1D),
the barrier for the surface oxygen migration into the
subsurface is significantly reduced (B1D→A2D: 0.24 eV).
The barrier reduction results from the destabilization of the
starting subsurface vacancy configuration by the presence of
a NN polaron. However, after the oxygen migration, this
polaron is in a NNN position to the surface vacancy and thus
stabilizes the final state. We will refer to the oxygen
migration mechanism by which a NN polaron to a subsur-
face vacancy aids oxygen migration from the surface into the
subsurface as the “NN-polaron-promoted mechanism”.
As shown in Table I, the activation barriers for both the
NN-polaron-hindered mechanism and the NN-polaron-
promoted mechanism are weakly dependent on vacancy
concentration within the 1=16 to 1=4 range. That is, at the
high VO concentration of 1=4, for which a subsurface
vacancy is again more stable than a surface vacancy
[13,16], a NN polaron also hinders the B ↔ A migration
pathways next to it as well as helps the subsurface vacancy
to migrate to the surface away from it.
The distinct dynamic behaviors of VO ’s and Ce3þ’s
depending on temperature can be explained by considering
the correlation between the position of the Ce3þ’s and the
possible oxygen migration pathways. At moderate temper-
atures, polarons remain for long enough time at favorable
positions (B1m, which helps the subsurface VO to migrate to
the surface) for long-distance VO migration to occur. At
higher temperatures, however, polarons hop too frequently
and therefore the VO movement is disrupted. The observed
temperature dependence of the reaction rates for oxygen
migration translates into temperature-dependent effective
activation energy barriers, which, e.g., at 900 K is by 1.8
times higher than that at 500 K. For a detailed discussion,
see the Supplemental Material [38].
Based on the above discussion, in Fig. 3 we sketch how
long-range oxygen migration at the ceria (111) surface
may happen. Starting from the stable surface VO (A22), the
migration of a subsurface oxygen atom to the surface is
highly probable [Fig. 3(a), step 1]. After forming a subsur-
face vacancy in the B13 configuration, the system may
FIG. 2. Examples of the two oxygen migration mechanisms: (a) the NN-polaron-hindered mechanism; (b) the NN-polaron-promoted
mechanism.
FIG. 3. Schematic view of possible VO migration pathways at the ceria (111) surface. “x” here indicates the oxygen migrations which
are difficult and thus less likely to occur.
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reach the most stable B22 state through several polaron
hopping processes [Fig. 3(a), steps 2 and 3]. However, if a
B1m-type configuration is achieved by suitable polaron
hopping [Fig. 3(b), step 4], it is probable that the subsurface
VO would migrate back to the surface [NN-polaron-
promoted mechanism, Fig. 3(b), step 5], reappearing at a
site which is different from the initial position [cf. Fig. 3(a)
and 3(c)]; by repeating these steps, oxygen migrates along
the surface. Note that the considered oxygen migrations
pathways in Fig. 3 only cross (Ce4þ-Ce4þ) lines due to the
NN-polaron-hindered mechanism.
In summary, DFTþ U calculations in combination with
AIMD simulations at different temperatures provide crucial
insight into the dynamic behaviors of VO ’s and Ce3þ
polarons at the reduced CeO2ð111Þ surface. We show that
both vacancy migration and polaron hopping are thermally
activated and that the temperature plays a critical role in
the oxygen-vacancy and polaron movements at the surface.
At relatively low temperatures, VO’s move, but not far
from their initial positions, whereas polarons practically
do not hop. At higher but still moderate temperatures,
polarons hop and promote VO’s to migrate farther away.
Nevertheless, at even higher temperatures, polarons hop too
frequently and disturb oxygen migrations. Our results
provide evidence of entanglements between the oxygen
migration and polaron hopping processes. Oxygen move-
ments across (Ce4þ-Ce4þ) lines are energetically preferred
as compared to those across (Ce3þ-Ce4þ) and (Ce3þ-Ce3þ)
lines (NN polaron hindered mechanism). Moreover, it is
energetically more favorable for oxygen atoms to move
from the subsurface to the surface than the other way
around. Furthermore, the presence of a nearest neighbor
polaron to a subsurface vacancy facilitates oxygen migra-
tion from the surface into the subsurface [across a
(Ce4þ-Ce4þ) line] as well as stabilizes the newly formed
surface vacancy (NN-polaron-promoted mechanism). A
number of statistical tests show that the conclusions derived
from the AIMD simulations are robust; also, the rates of
oxygen migration and polaron hopping as derived from a
simple model that describes the characteristics of their
entangled dynamics, are consistent with a non-Arrhenius
temperature dependence of the oxygen migration
(Supplemental Material [38]). The formation of VO ’s
and polarons is particularly favorable in reducible oxides
and the decisive role of polarons in the stabilization of
vacancy structures, as well as in electron and ionic trans-
ports, is of continued interest in surface science and has
important implications for established and emerging tech-
nologies [43–45]. Recently, e.g., polarons were found to be
very important for the stabilization and reconstruction of
reduced rutile TiO2 surfaces [46]. Thus, the entanglement
of polarons and vacancies at reducible oxide surfaces is
likely to influence their physical and chemical properties as
well as the surface charge transport. Fundamental under-
standing of the interactions between vacancies and polarons
is paramount for the optimization of the functionality of
reducible oxide-based materials in advanced applications.
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